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In this paper we study two link distance
problems
for rectilinear
paths inside a simple
rectilinear
polygon P.
First, we present a data structure using O(n log n) storage such that a shortest path between
two query points can be computed
efficiently. If both query points are vertices of P, the query
time is 0(1 + 1), where I is the number of links. If the query points are arbitrary
points inside
P, then the query time becomes O(log n + I). The resulting path is not only optimal in the
rectilinear
link metric, but it is optimal in the L,-metric
as well. Secondly, it is shown that the
rectilinear
link diameter
of P can be computed
in time O(n logn).
We also give an
approximation
algorithm
that runs in linear time. This algorithm
produces
a solution
that
differs by at most three links from the exact diameter.
The solutions are based on a rectilinear
version of Chazelle’s polygon cutting theorem.
This
new theorem
states that any simple rectilinear
polygon
can be cut into two rectilinear
subpolygons
of size at most t times the original size, and that such a cut segment can be found
in linear time.
Keywords.
Computational
link distance.
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1. Introduction
The link distance between two points in a simple polygon P is defined as the
minimum
number
of line segments
connecting
them inside
P ([17]). The
introduction
of this metric is motivated
by the fact that often, e.g. in motion
planning
or broadcasting
problems,
it is relatively
expensive
to take a turn.
Recently,
problems
concerning
link distance have gained a lot of attention
in
computational
geometry [5, 9, 12, 14, 17-181.
In this paper we study link distance
for rectilinear
paths inside a simple
rectilinear
polygon P (i.e., a simple polygon having all edges axis-parallel).
A
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rectilinear

path

JC is a polygonal

chain

consisting

of axis-parallel

segments

lying

inside P. The length of the path, denoted as length(n),
is the number of segments
in the path. We will call the segments of the path finks and write ;rd= 1,12 . . . Id if
x consists

of the links I,, . . . , Id (in that order).

rectilinear

link distance

between

s and

For two points

s and t in P, the

as d(s, t), is defined

t, denoted

as:

s and t}.
d(s, t) = min{length(n)
1 n is a path in P connecting
Rectilinear
paths have received considerable
attention
(see e.g. [4, 11, 15-16]),
but the length

of these paths

was always

measured

in the L,-metric.

However,

if

we are modeling robot movements,
then it is often more appropriate
to use the
link metric instead of the L,-metric.
It turns out that if we are considering
rectilinear
paths inside simple rectilinear
polygons,
then we are in the fortunate
situation that there always exists a path that is optimal in both metrics. In other
words, between any two points in the polygon there exists a path that has not
only a minimal number of links but also a minimum
&length.
Two problems

concerning

rectilinear

link distance

in simple

rectilinear

poly-

gons are studied: the Query Problem and the Diameter
Problem.
In the Query Problem we want to preprocess
a polygon P such that a shortest
path between two query points s and t in P (the source and the target), can be
computed efficiently. This problem has been studied before for the case of geodesic
paths inside a general (i.e. not necessarily
rectilinear)
simple polygon, by Guibas
and Herschberger
[7]. They have obtained
a linear size data structure such that a
shortest path between two query points can be computed
in time O(log n + I),
where I is the number of links of the paths. The problem has also been studied for
the link metric inside simple polygons, by Suri [18]. He presents a linear size data
structure such that a link distance shortest path between a query point and a fixed
target point can be computed
in O(log n + 1) time. If the query point is a vertex
of the polygon,
then the query time becomes
0(1 + 1). The case where both
source and target are query points has also been considered
in [18], but the
solution for that case is not very satisfactory:
it is only possible to compute
an
approximation
of the distance (with an error of at most two), and not to compute
an actual path. We study the problem
for the rectilinear
link metric inside a
rectilinear
polygon and present a structure that uses O(n log n) storage in which a
shortest path between two query points can be found in time O(log n + I). If the
query points are vertices of the polygon then a shortest path can be found in time
0(1 + I). Thus we obtain the same results as in the ‘ordinary’ link metric ([lS]),
but without the requirement
of a fixed target point. However,
our structure uses
slightly more storage. Furthermore
we will show that the resulting
path is not
only optimal in the rectilinear
link metric, but also in the L,-metric.
In the Diameter
Problem we want to compute the diameter
of P, defined as
Dia(P) = max{d(s, t) 1s, t E P}. We present two algorithms for this problem. The
first algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer
approach
and runs in time O(n log n).
The second algorithm is a simple recursive algorithm that computes in linear time
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an approximation D of the diameter, with (D - Dia(P)( G 3. These results have
also been obtained for the ‘ordinary’ link distance [17-H].
The strategy that is used in the solution to the Query Problem as well as in the
first solution to the Diameter Problem is divide-and-conquer.
To this end we
prove a rectilinear version of Chazelle’s Polygon Cutting Theorem. Let P be a
simple rectilinear polygon on n vertices each assigned a real nonnegative weight.
It is shown that a segment lying totally inside P exists, that cuts P into two
rectilinear subpolygons both of total weight at most $ times the total weigth of P,
and that this bound is sharp. Moreover, the cut segment can be found in linear
time.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the Rectilinear
Polygon Cutting Theorem. In Section 3 the Query Problem is considered. First
we study the case where the query points are vertices of the polygons. Then the
solution is extended to arbitrary query points inside the polygon. In Section 4 the
solutions to the Diameter Problem are presented. Finally, in Section 5 we briefly
summarize our results and indicate directions for further research.

2. The Rectilinear Polygon Cutting Theorem
In this section a rectilinear version of Chazelle’s Polygon Cutting Theorem
is presented. Chazelle’s result can be stated as follows.

([2])

Let P be a simple polygon on n vertices, each assinged a weight in (0, l}, and let
C(P) be the total weight of the vertices. Then a diagonal between two vertices of P
and lying totally inside P exists, that cuts P into two polygons of weight at most
SC(P).
In this theorem it is assumed that the weights of the vertices incident upon the
diagonal are set to zero in the resulting polygons; otherwise 2 should be added to
the term 5 C(P).
To prove his theorem, Chazelle first determines a vertical segment that cuts P
into two polygons of weight at most SC(P) and then finds the desired diagonal. It
would seem that, using the method to find the vertical segment, we can always
find a vertical segment in our rectilinear polygon that cuts P into two polygons of
weight at most $C(P). Unfortunately,
this is not the case. Fig. 1 shows a
rectilinear polygon in which every cut results in one subpolygon of weight at least
SC(P). Why are rectilinear polygons harder to cut? This is caused by the fact
that, unlike in the general case, we cannot assume w.1.o.g. that no two vertices lie
on the same vertical line. Therefore Chazelle’s method needs to be adapted to
such cases.
In the remainder of this section it is shown that any rectilinear polygon can be
cut into two subpolygons of weight at most $(P).
Before we state our theorem
we introduce some notation. In the remainder of this section, the vertices
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Fig.

1. A polygon

in which

every cut results in one subpolygon
of weight
C(P,) = C(P,) = C(C,) = C(P,) = $C(P).

at least

:C(P).

Take

ZI, of a rectilinear
polygon P are always numbered
in counterclockwise
211, . . .
order with 2rI being the topmost leftmost vertex; c(uI) is the real nonnegative
weight of vertex 2ri and C(P) = Cy=l c(vj) is the weight of P. An axis-parallel
segment is called a cut segment (of P) if it connects
two edges of P and lies
entirely inside P.
1

Theorem 1. Let P be a simple rectilinear polygon with n vertices. Then a cut
segment exists that cuts P into two rectilinear polygons of weight at most QC(P).’
Moreover, this segment can be chosen such that it is incident upon at least one
vertex, and it can be computed in O(n) time.
Proof.

Following

Chazelle’s

proof,

we move

a vertical

cut segment

through

the

polygon, hoping that one moment it will meet the requirements.
Because we must
also consider several vertices lying on the same vertical line, this may not be the
case. (As we already noted, this degeneracy
must explicitly be dealt with since the
edges of the polygon as well as the cut segment are axis-parallel).
Fortunately,
if
we are unsuccessful
in finding a vertical segment,
we show that a horizontal
cut
segment exists with the desired property.
A cut segment s connecting
edges Uiui+r and ujuj+r (j > i) cuts P into two
polygons Pi and P,’ (the parts of P lying resp. to the left and to the right of the
segment
s), having weights C(Pf) =ZC(Vi+l)
+ . . . + C(Vj)
and C(Pi) =GC(P) C(P,‘). Here inequality
holds when s in incident upon one or more of the vertices
whose weights are then set to zero. We start with s = vlvz, and
vi,
Vi+l,
vj
or
vj+l
thus C(P,‘) = 0 and C(Pf) = C(P) - c(vl) - C(Q), and move s to the right. We
continue
moving s in a way to be described
below.
Along the way C(P,“)
decreases monotonically
so that it will attain a value =s~C(P). We will maintain
the invariant
that C(Pi) s jC(P), so we are done when C(Pf) s $C(P). Hence,
‘As Chazelle,
we assume
that the vertices
incident
upon the cut
otherwise 2 max{c(v,)
( 1 s i G n} should be added to the term $C(P).

segments

get weight

zero;
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Fig. 2. The three cases to consider when moving s.

we

can

that

assume

C(Pi)

< aC(P).

There

are

three

cases

to consider

when

moving s. See Fig. 2.
In Case (i) we have the following possibilities:
Let s’ be the cut segment that is
incident upon vi and s” the cut segment just after passing ui (refer to Fig. 2(i)). If
G C(P$) G $C(P)
C(P,“) > $Z(P) we just continue moving s to the right, if $(P)
then clearly s” cuts P as desired,
and if C(P$) < !C(P)
then s’ meets the
(This asrequirements:
C(P,‘.) = C(PJ) < +C(P) and C(P:,) = C(P$) < aC(P).
sumes that c(ui) is set to zero in P,‘. and, since ui vanishes in P:., c(ui+J is set to
zero in P,‘..)
The second case is the reverse of the third. So we discuss the third case. There
are three possibilities
to consider
(refer to Fig. 2(iii)). If there is a C(Pz,) >
aC(P), then we can proceed into Pg. If there is a iC(P)s
C(Pz,)saC(P),
then
si, the segment that cuts off P& cuts P in the desired way. If neither of these two
cases occurs, then there is no vertical cut segment meeting the requirements.
In
this case, however, there is a horizontal
cut segment that cuts P as desired: since
C(P$ < $C(P) for all 16i. cm, there is an i such that

From this it follows that the horizontal
segment s* that cuts P into two polygons
Pi,, containing
PZ, . . . , Ps”,plus the part of P,’ above s *, and P,‘*, containing
Assume
p:..,,, . . . , P,‘_ plus the part of P,’ below s*, has the desired property.
that Ci=i C(?$ Z=C;l=,+i C(Pz,) (the other case is proved analogously).
Then we
have:
C(P,‘*) c i:

C(P:;) + C(PJ) < %(P)

j=l
s

$2(P)

C(P,‘*) <@z(P)

+

2

c(P;)

+ C(Pi)

j=i+l

+ C(P) - C(Pf*) + C(PJ)
+ :c(P:)

*

<g(P)

and
C(P$)

s

2
C(PZ) + C(P4) s i C(P$
j=i+l
j=l

+ C(P,‘) < +2(P).
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We conclude
polygons

that it is always

of weight

possible

New we show that the segments
vertex.

Suppose

to find a cut segment

that cuts P into two

at most i$(P).
can be chosen

that we have found

to be incident

a cut segment

upon

at least one

s that is not incident

upon

a

vertex and assume w.1.o.g. that s is vertical. Move s to the right until it hits a
vertex. If this vertex is an endpoint
of one of the segments that are connected
by
s, then we are ready.

Otherwise

we are more or less in the situation

of Fig. 2(iii)

and, if moving s to the left does not help either, we show in the same way that a
horizontal
cut segment exists. This segment s * is incident upon a vertex (see Fig.
2(iii)).
It remains to show that the cut segment can be computed
in linear time. We
have just seen that it suffices to look at the vertex-edge
visible pairs of the
polygon. A vertex-edge
visible pair is a vertex and an edge that can be connected
by a cut segment. All such pairs can be computed
in time O(n) [3]. Furthermore,
a segment can be tested in constant
time after computing
these pairs (see [2]).
0
The time bound follows.

Remark. Observe that this theorem can easily be extended to handle to polygons
containing
holes. If P contains k holes then we can find I < k + 1 segments that
together decompose
P into two subpolygons
of weight at most iC(P), as follows:
We first remove the holes by adding vertical edges from one of the topmost
vertices of every hole to the opposite edge and duplicating
these edges. This can
be done in O(n log n) time by a simple sweep line algorithm.
Then we can apply
the above procedure
to find a cut segment for the resulting polygon.
Together
with some of the extra edges, this segment decomposes
P as desired. These extra
edges are the ones of whose duplicates only one is traversed when walking around
one of the subpolygons.
Note, however,
that the cut segment
need not be
incident upon two edges of the original polygon; it can also be incident upon an
extra edge.

3. The query problem

The problem considered
in this section is stated as follows: Preprocess
a simple
rectilinear
polygon P on n vertices such that a rectilinear
link distance shortest
path between two query points s and t in P (the source and the target) can be
computed
efficiently. First, both source and target are assumed to be vertices of
the polygon. Then the solution is extended
to handle arbitrary points inside the
polygon as query points. Finally, we show that the path that is computed
by our
algorithm
not only has a minimal number of links, but that it is optimal in the
&-metric
as well.

On rectilinear link distance
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Vertices as query points

The approach we take is divide-and-conquer.
Let e be a segment that cuts P
into two subpolygons
P, and P2. For all source-destination
pairs with the source
lying in another

subpolygon

than the target,

direction

in which to leave is towards

problem

to finding

recursively
described
segment

a shortest

in the same
as follows:

way.

e. For all other

path
Thus

the path must cross e and, hence,

in a subpolygon
P is stored

If P is a rectangle

that cuts P into two polygons

then

pairs we have reduced
of P that

in a binary
T is a leaf.

the

can be treated

tree

T that

Otherwise,

PI and P2. Now T consists

the

can be

let e be a

of one subtree

representing
PI and one subtree
representing
P2. Hence,
each node 6 in T
represents
a subpolygon
Ph of P and Pb is cut into PIsonChjand PrsonCGjby a
segment eb. The Rectilinear
Polygon Cutting Theorem
of the previous section
guarantees
us (assign each vertex weight 1) that Ph can be cut in a balanced way.
Hence, the depth of the tree is O(logn).
The search path in T of a vertex t.~
naturally follows those nodes 6 where u E P*: it goes to the left at nodes 6 such
and to the right if TVE PrsonChj.The path ends when a leaf is
that u E Pison
reached or when u is incident upon eo.
A shortest path from a source s to a destination
t is computed as follows. Let yS
and yr be the leaves (or nodes) where the search paths to s and t end. If both
paths end in the same leaf or in the same node then a shortest path is trivial to
compute.
Otherwise,
let 6* be the node where the paths split, i.e., 6* is the
lowest common ancestor of yF and yr. Observe that the path from s to t must cross
e6*. Hence, at every node 6 of T we store for every vertex of P6 information
about a shortest path to es. Before we give a lemma that enables us to compute a
shortest path between s and t from shortest paths between s and eB* and between
t and es*, we need some notation.
For a cut segment e and a vertex u of P, let
e(v, d) be the part of e that can be reached from u with a path n of length d such
that the last segment of it is perpendicular
to e. Furthermore,
let the (rectilinear
link) distance from a vertex TVto a segment e be defined as the distance from TVto
a closest point on e: d(v, e) = min{d(v,
q) 1q E e} = d,,. Notice
the first link of the path to have length zero, we always
e(v, 4, + 1). See Fig. 3 for an illustration
of these definitions.

that, if we allow
have e(v, d,) c

Lemma 1. Let e cut P into two subpolygons such that s and t lie in different
subpolygons, and let d(s, e) = d, and d(t, e) = d,. Then we have
d(s, t) = d, + d, + A
where
- 1
A=

0

if e(s, d,) n e(t, d,) Z 0,
if e(s, dS) fl e(t, d,) = 0 A
(e(s,d,

+ 1

otherwise.

+ 1) n e(t, d,) Z 0 v e(s, dS) fl e(t, d, + 1) Z O),

M. de Berg
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Fig. 3. d(u,

Proof.

e) = 2, e(v, 2) = e, and e(u, 3) = e.

If e(s, d,) n e(t, d,) # 0, then

that reach e at the same place.

paths

from s and t of lengths

Thus the two segments

incident

d, and d, exist

upon

e now form

one segment and the resulting path has length d, + d, - 1. Clearly a path that is
shorter cannot exist; it would contradict
either d(s, e) = d, or d(t, e) = d,.
If e(s, d,) rl e(t, d,) = 0, but e(s, d, + 1) n e(t, d,) # 0 (or e(s, d,) n e(t, d, + 1) #
0), then we can take paths of lengths d, + 1 and d, (or d, and d, + 1) that meet on
e. This results in a path of length (dS + 1) + d, - 1 = d, + d,. Again it is easily seen
that no shorter path can exist under the given conditions.
Finally, if neither of the conditions
for A = + 1 and A = 0 is true, then we can
always take paths of lengths d, and d, and join them by a segment on e. This gives
a path of length d, + d, + 1. Since the conditions
for A = +l and A = 0 are not
only sufficient, but also necessary,
a shorter path cannot exist.
0
So we want to compute for each vertex in the subpolygons
the part of the cut
segment reachable by shortest and almost shortest paths. In other words, we want
to solve the following
problem
for a (sub)polygon
P. Given an edge e of P,
compute e(v, d,) and e(v, d, + l), where d, = d(v, e), for every vertex v of P.
To this end we prove that for any vertex u at distance d, > 2 from e, there exists a
reached via v,,,~.
vertex u,,,~ such that any point on e(u, dU) can be optimally
Similarly, a vertex UneXt2exists such that any point on e(v, d, + 1) can be reached
via

bt2.

Lemma 2. (i) Let v be a vertex of P with d(v, e) = d, > 2. Then a vertex v,,,~
of P exists such that d,“_ = d, - 1 or dVnCX,
= d, - 2 and e(vneXt, d,“J = e(v, d,).
Moreover, for every point x E e(v, d,,) there exists a shortest path JC= 1112. . . l4
from v to x with v,,,,~ E 12.
(ii) Let v be a vertex of P with d(v, e) = d, > 1. Then a vertex v,,,,~~ of P exists
such that dUmCXtz
= d, and e(v,,,,,
d,“J = e(v, d, + 1). Moreover, for every point
x E e(v, d,, + 1) there exists a shortest path x = 1,1, . . . l4 from v to x with
v,,,t2 E 12.
Proof. Define Ai = {x E P 1d(x, e) = i}. Thus AI is the maximal histogram inside
P with e as its base. Strictly speaking,
e does not belong to AI, of course, since
d(x, e) = 0 for x E e. (A histogram,
sometimes
called a Manhattan
polygon, is a
rectilinear
polygon that has one distinguished
edge, its base, whose length is
equal to the sum of the lengths of the other edges that are parallel to it.) In
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Ai consists

of a number

part of the boundary
of Ai_,.
Now consider
part (i) of the

of histograms.
lemma.

Any
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The base of each histogram
shortest

path

from

is a

u to a point

x E e(v, d,)

crosses a number
of histograms.
More precisely,
it starts in a
moves towards its base, enters a histogram
&_,
G A,_,,
histogram
ZY&,G A,,
makes a turn somewhere
in this histogram and moves towards its base, etc., until

x is reached.
possible.
profitable

Because

This

Hi is a histogram,

way a larger

to enter

part

it is profitable

of e may

to enter

H, as close to e as

be reachable.

More

each Hi as close to its base as possible,

Hence,

enters &_,
it should either make a turn immediately,
or make
possible. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4. In both cases, the second
(Observe that
contains a vertex uneXt that satisfies the conditions.
ZJ,,,,~is incident on the base of Hh,_,.)
The second part of the lemma is proved analogously.
The
entirely inside Hd, and is used to enter H4,_, as close to its base
Fig. 4. 0
Now we are ready

to complete

the description

generally,

it is

when the path
a turn as late as
link of the path
L&,~~,= d, - 2 if
extra link
as possible.

of our data structure.

lies
See

We have

the following.
A binary tree T representing
P as follows: If P is a rectangle then T is a leaf.
P, and P2,
Otherwise,
let erootCT)be a segment cutting P into two subpolygons
both having
at most Sn + 2 vertices.
Now T consists
of two subtrees,
representing
P, and P2 respectively.
At every node 6 E T we store for every
vertex u of Pa, the subpolygon
represented
by 6, a record containing
the
following information:
d,, = d(v, e6), eb(zI, d,) and e,(v, d, + 1) as well as
pointers to the records stored at 6 for ZJ,,,~ and unext2 (if d, > 2).
l

e(v,3)=e(v,4)=e(v’,4
0’

Fig. 4. It is better

to enter

,3)

H, as close to e as possible. Hence, n turns immediately
whereas n’ turns as late as possible.

after entering

Hz,

M. de Berg
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l

For every
where

vertex

the search

the record
A shortest

vi E P, there
path

is a pointer

to ui ends,

that is stored

for Vi at the ancestor

path from s = vi to t = Vj is computed

(1) Follow PTRi and PTRj to obtain

PTRi

and an array

or leaf & E T

to the node
ANCi.

ANC,[lev]

points

of ai at level Zev.
as follows.

aj and Sj. If ai = ~j, then a shortest

from vi to Vj is trivial to compute.
common ancestor of ai and Sj.

to

Otherwise

compute

6*,

the

path
lowest

ANC,[lev(G*)]
to
obtain
d,, = d(v;, es*),
es*(vi, d,,)
and
(2) Follow
e6.(vi, d,, + 1). Do the same for Vj. Compute
A according to Lemma 1 and
decide whether the next vertex on the path from Vi to es* is (Vi)next or
Do the same for Vj. From these vertices on, follow v,,,( pointers
(Vi)next*.
towards e6* until a vertex at distance 2 from eh* is reached.
(3) Glue

the paths together.

Because the glueing operation
can be performed
in constant time (see Section
3.3 for more details), the time taken by the algorithm is proportional
to the time
needed to compute 6* plus the number of links of the path. In [S] it is shown that
the lowest common
ancestor of two nodes in a tree can be computed
in O(1)
time, after O(n) preprocessing.
Hence, our query algorithm takes time 0(1 + I),
where 1 is the length of the path. Note that if we are only interested
in the
distance from s to t, steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm
can be omitted
and the
algorithm runs in O(1) time.
Next we show that the structure can be built in O(n log n) time. Consider the
following recursive building algorithm.
Compute
a cut segment e = erootcT) of P
to Theorem
1 this
that cuts P into PI and P2, with 1P,l, lP21G $z + 2. According
time. Then compute e(vi, d,J, e(vi, d,, + 1) and the vertices (v~),,~~~
and (vi)nextZ for every vertex vi of PI and P2. This can be done in linear time as
will be shown below.
Store this information
and store a pointer
to it in
considering.
ANCJlev,,,,],
where lev,,,, denotes the level of T we are currently
Next, build the two subtrees corresponding
to PI and P2. Because P is cut in a
takes

O(n)

balanced way, this results in an O(n log n) time algorithm.
It remains to show that, for an edge e and for all vertices v of some polygon P,
e(v, d,), e(v, d,, + 1) and the vertices v,,~~~ and v,,,~~ can be computed
in linear
time in total. This is done in the following way. First, compute the vertex-edge
visible pairs and then compute the partitioning
into histograms as described in the
proof of Lemma 2. This can be done in linear time (13,131). Project the vertices
of each histogram
onto its base. Thus each histogram
gets a number
of new
vertices, not only on its base, but also on the parts of its boundary
that belong to
the base of other histograms.
Observe, however, that the total number of vertices
is still linear. Now we compute for each histogram,
with these new vertices, the
vertex-edge
visible pairs. These visible pairs give us all the information
we need,
as will be clear from the proof of Lemma 2. For vertices v at distance 1 or 2 from
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e, e(u, d,) is computable
with d, > 2, define
are two possibilities
the edge through

in constant time using these visible pairs. For a vertex v
H4 and Hd,,-, as in the proof of Lemma 2. Recall that there
and v,,,~ is a vertex of
for v,,,~: either we turn immediately
which we enter H4--l, or we turn as late as possible and u,,,~ is

a vertex of the edge of Hd, _ 1 that is visible from Y . This edge is the edge of H4, _ 1
that is visible from the projection
of t.~onto the base of H4. Hence, also in this
case u,,,,~ can be found

in constant

time.

Note that which of the two cases occurs

can be decided

in constant time.
The computation
of v,,,,~~ and e(u, d, + 1) is straightforward,
vertex-edge
visible pairs inside each histogram.
This leads to the following lemma.

using

the

Lemma 3. A data structure exists such that the rectilinear link distance between two
query vertices of a rectilinear polygon P on n vertices can be computed in time
O(l), and a shortest path in time 0(1 + 1), where 1 is the number of links of the
path. The structure uses O(n log n) storage and can be built in time O(n log n).
3.2. Arbitrary points as query points
In this section the data structure
described
above is extended
so that it can
handle arbitrary points in P as query points.
First the leaves ‘/s and ytyr,where the search paths to s and t end, have to be
determined.
In other words,
we have to compute
which rectangles
of the
subdivision
of P induced by the cut segments contain the two query points. Using
one of the optimal point location methods
([6, lo]), this can be done in time
O(log n) with a structure
that uses O(n) storage.
Observe
that the induced
subdivision
is monotone,
and, hence, the point location structure can be built in
linear time.
So we know how to compute ys and yt. As before, if ys = yf then a shortest path
is trivial to compute.
If this is not the case, then the path between s and t crosses
e,*, with 6* the lowest common ancestor of ys and yI. It is even true that the two
key lemmas to solve the problem,
Lemma 1 and 2, are still valid. The difference
is that the vertices r~,,_,~and unext2 of Lemma 2, that can be precomputed
if the
query points are vertices, now have to be determined
as a part of the query.
Thus we need a data structure
to compute the edge of H4,-, that is hit by an
axis-parallel
query ray 7 that enters H4, _ 1 through the base of H4, (for example to
in Fig. 4), and a data structure to compute the edge of H4, that is hit
compute 21AeXt
by a ray parallel to the base of H4, (for example to compute v,,,~~ in Fig. 4). So
we need to preprocess
each histogram for ray shooting queries with rays that are
parallel to their base. To this end we add segments that are parallel to the base
from every reflex vertex of H to the opposite
edge. These segments
can be
computed
in linear time [3]. The answer to a query with a horizontal
ray is
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in each region

ray is directed

of the resulting

to the right

subdivision

or to the left,

(depending

of course).

Thus

on whether
the query

answered
in O(logn)
time after linear preprocessing,
using the point
method of ([6]). The total extra storage and preprocessing
that is needed
node 6 is O( IPa I), since CH a histogram]H] = O(]Ps]).
O(log n + I). We conclude the following lemma.

The total query

the

can be
location
at some

time becomes

Lemma 4. A data structure exists such that the rectilinear link distance between two
query points in a rectilinear polygon can be computed in time O(log n), and a
shortest path between the two points in time O(log n + I), where 1 is the number of
links of the path. The structure uses O(n log n) storage and can be built in time
O(n log n).
3.3, Obtaining L,-optimal paths
We will now investigate
the relation between the rectilinear
link metric and the
L,-metric.
In the L,-metric,
the length
of a line segment
p4 is equal to
Ipx - qxl + Ip,, - qYl. The length
of a path x in the L,-metric,
denoted
as
length,,(n),
is naturally
defined as the sum of the lengths of the segments
n
consists of. Hence, the length of a rectilinear
path in the L,-metric
is equal to its
Euclidean
length. We will show that the glueing operation,
step 3 of the query
algorithm,
can be performed
in such a way that the resulting
path is not only
optimal
in the rectilinear
link metric,
but also in the L,-metric.
Notice that
optimality
in one of the metrics does not automatically
imply optimality
in the
other metric: there are L,-optimal
paths that are not optimal in the link metric
and vice versa. Also, the fact that between any two points in a polygon there is a
path that is optimal in both metrics is no longer true if we allow the polygon to
have holes.
To obtain L,-optimal
paths we have to perform the glueing operation
in the
following way. Let e be the cut segment through which the path between the two
query points s and t should pass. If there is no such segment, then s and t are in
the same rectangle,
and a rectilinear
link optimal path is evidently
L,-optimal.
Assume that d(s, e) and d(t, e) are both greater than 1. (The case where one or
both of these distances are 0 or 1 is straightforward.)
If the paths from s and t to e
are denoted
by JC~ and it, respectively,
we have the following
information
available for the glueing operation:
a vertex V, of P on the one but last segment of
JC~,a subsegment
e(s) = [b, : e,] of e reachable by 7~~and a point V, and a segment
e(t) = [b, : e,] defined analogously.
Assume
w.1.o.g. that e is vertical and that
e, 2 e,. The paths are now glued together as follows: If e(s) II e(t) = 0, then let srt,
reach e at b,, let n, reach e at e, and add the segment on e from b, to e, to the path
(Fig. 5(i)). If e(s) fl e(t) # 0 and both paths “come from below”, i.e., (v,)~ G b,
JC, and 36, at the point max(b,, b,).
and (r& c b, (Fig. 5(ii)), th en connect
Otherwise
(Fig. S(iii)), connect the paths at the point min(e,, e,). To prove that
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(iii)

(ii)

Fig. 5. The three different cases for the glueing operation.

our algorithm with this glueing operation
metric, we use the following lemma.

yields a path that is optimal in the L1

Lemma 5. Let p and p’ be two paths from x to y that intersect only in x and y, and
say that a vertex of p is convex if its interior angle in the region enclosed by p and
p’ is convex. Suppose p contains no two consecutive convex vertices (not counting
x and y). Then length,,(p)

G length,,(p’).

The proof this lemma is straightfoward

and therefore

ommitted.

Lemma 6. The query algorithm given in the previous section with the glueing
operation as described above yields a path that is not only optimal in the rectilinear
link metric, but also in the L1-metric.
Proof. Let n be the path found by the algorithm and let 3d’ be an L,-optimal
path. Let x and y be two consecutive intersection points between Edand E’ and
denote the portions of Edand ;~d’between x and y by p resp. p’. We will show that
p contains no two consecutive convex vertices. By Lemma 5, this will prove the
lemma.
Suppose for a contradiction that p contains two consecutive convex vertices rj,
rj+I. Recall that the path moves from vertex of P to vertex of P. Hence, riri+I
contains a vertex of P. From the proof of Lemma 2 it is clear that if the path
makes a turn to the left (right) at ri+r, then this vertex lies to the left (right) of
rjri+,. But that means that it lies inside the region enclosed by p and p’. See Fig.
6. This is impossible because P is simple. (Observe that the one link that does not
contain a vertex, namely the segment needed to glue the paths in Case (i) of Fig.
5, does not have two convex vertices.)
0

Summarizing the results of this section, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. A data structure exists such that the rectilinear link distance between
two query points in a rectilinear polygon can be computed in time O(log n). A path
between the two points that is optimal in both the rectilinear link metric and the
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vertex of P

Fig. 6. p cannot

contain

two convex

vertices.

L1-metric can be found in time O(log n + I), where 1 is the number of links of the
path. The structure uses O(n log n) storage and can be built in time O(n log n). Zf
the query points are vertices of the polygon then the query times become O(1) and

0(1 + 1) respectively.

4. The diameter

problem

In this section, two efficient algorithms are given that compute or approximate
Dia(P), the diameter of P in the rectilinear link metric. The first algorithm
computes the exact diameter and runs in time O(n log n). The second algorithm,
which computes a close approximation of the diameter, runs in linear time. It is
readily seen that there will always be a pair v, w of vertices such that
d(v, w) = Dia(P). Hence, we can restrict ourselves to computing the maximal
distance between two vertices of P.
4.1. Computing the exact diameter
The exact diameter of a rectilinear polygon P is computed with the divide-andconquer algorithm given below.

(1) If P is a
(2) Compute

rectangle, then Dia(P) = 2, otherwise go to Step 2.
a cut segment e of P that cuts P into two subpolygons
such that [PII, lP21s $z + 2.
(3) Compute Dia(P,) and Dia(P,) recursively.
(4) Compute M = max{d(v, w) 1v E PI, w E P,}.
(5) Let Dia(P) := max(Dia(P,), Dia(P,), M).

The correctness of this algorithm is obvious.
Cutting Theorem, Step 2 can be performed in O(n)
section it is shown how M = max{d(v, w) 1 v E PI,
linear time. From this it follows that the total
O(n log n).

PI and P2,

By the Rectilinear Polygon
time. In the remainder of this
w E P,} can be computed in
running of the algorithm is
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Let e cut P into two subpolygons

PI and P2 and let d, = max{d(v, e) 1v E PI} and dz= max{d(w, e) ) w E P2}.
Furthermore,
define Pf = {u is a vertex of c 1d(u, e) = k} (i = 1, 2) to be subset
of vertices of Pi at distance k from e. It immediately
follows from Lemma 1 that
M =dI +d,+

A, with

A E {+l,O,

-l}.

E.g.,

when

there

are vertices

v E P;il,

with e(v, d, + 1) fl e(w, d,) = 0 and e(v, d,) n e(w, d, -t 1) = 0, then
WEP$
d(v, w)=d,+d,+l=d,+d,+l,
and M=d,+d,+l
if and only if there is
such a pair. To be more precise.
Lemma

we have the following

lemma.

7.
M=d,+d,+A

where
+1

if there is a pair v E Pfl, w E P$ such that:
e(v, d,, + 1) fl e(w, d,) = 0 A
e(v, dV) n e(w, d, + 1) = 0,

-1

if for all pairs v E P;ll, w E P$?
e(v, d,,) n e(w, d,) #0

and

for all pairs v E Pfl, w E Pp-l
A=<

e(v, d, + 1) tl e(w, d,) # 0 v
e(v, dV) n e(w, d, + 1) # 0
for all pairs v E Pp-l,

and

w E P$%

e(v, d, + 1) n e(w, d,) f 0 v
e(v, d,,) n e(w, d, + 1) Z 0,
<O

otherwise.

Note that all segments
needed for the evaluation
of A can be computed
in
linear time according to the previous section. In the remainder,
we will view the
segments
e(u, d,) and e(u, d, + 1) as intervals
on the real line. Thus each
segment has a left and a right endpoint,
which is a single value.
Recall that we always have e(u, d,) c e(u, d, + 1). It is even true that one of
the endpoints
of e(u, d,) must be equal to one of the endpoints
of e(u, d, + 1).
To be able to evaluate
the conditions
of the lemma efficiently,
we distinguish
between vertices u such that the left endpoints
e(u, d,) and e(u, d, + 1) coincide,
which we call type I vertices, and vertices such that the right endpoints
of e(u, d,)
and e(u, d, + 1) coincide,
called type II vertices.
Below we first show how to
compute the maximum distance between two vertices of the same type. Then it is
shown how this can be done for vertices of different types.
So for the moment let us consider only vertices of the same type, say type I.
For a vertex u of type I, define u1 to be the common left endpoint of e(u, d,) and
e(u, d, + l), define uz to be the right endpoint
of e(u, d,), and ug to be the right
endpoint
of e(u, d, + 1). Thus e(u, d,) is the interval [ul : u2] and e(u, d, + 1) is
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the interval [U1 : ~1. Then the conditions
following way.

of Lemma 7 can be rewritten

+l

if there is a pair u E Pfl, w~P?suchthat:

-1

if for all pairs v E P;‘l, w E Pf? u1 =Sw, A 2r23 w1 and
for all pairs v E P;il, w E P$-‘:

A=

in the

v,>w,vv,<w,,

v1 =Sw3 A u3 2 w1 and

for all pairs v e P;i’-I, w E Pp: v1 G w3 A v3 3 wl,
I 0

otherwise.

The conditions can be stated even more simple. Consider, e.g., the condition for
A = +l. One easily verifies that this condition is equivalent to “max{v, ( v E
P;‘l} > min{ w3 ) w E Pp}
or min{v, 1 Y E P;‘l} < max{w, 1 w E P$}“.
The first
condition for A = -1 can be written as “max{v, 1u E P’fl} s min{w, I w E Pp}
and min{v, I v E P;‘l} 2 max{w, I w E P$}“. The two other conditions can be
tested in the same way. Hence, the maximum distance between two vertices of
the same type can be computed in O(n) time.
Now consider vertices of different types. We show how to compute
max{d(v, w) I v E PI, w E P2, Y is of type I and w is of type II}. The case where u
is of type II and w of type I is handled analogously. As before, let vi, v2 and v3
for v E PI be defined such that e(v, d,) = [vl : v2] and e(v, d,, + 1) = [vl : v3].
Furthermore, let wi, w2 and w3 for w E P2 be defined such that e(w, d,) = [w, : w3]
and e(w, d, + 1) = [w1 : w3]. This time the conditions of lemma can be expressed
as:
’ +l

if there is a pair v E P$, w E Pp such that:
v,>w,v(v,<w,Av,<w,),

-1

if for all pairs v E P;‘l, w E P$:
and

V,SW3AV2aW2

for all pairs v E P$, w l Pp-‘:

A=(

and

V,<W~A(V~>W,VV~~W~)

for all pairs v

l

P;1’-l, w E P$:

V,CW3A(V,2W,VV3SW2),

\O

otherwise.

The first condition for A = -1 can be checked in the same way as the conditions
for the case of vertices of equal type. The two other conditions for A = -1 and
the one for A = +l are similar, so we restrict ourselves to the evaluation of the
condition for A = +l. This condition is equal to “(there is a pair v E Pf’, w E P$:
v1 > w3) or (there is a pair v E P;il, w E Pf? v2 < w1 A v3 < w2)“.
The first part is
again easy to check, so it remains to evaluate the second part:
there is a pair v E Pfl, w E P$C v2 < w1 A

v3

<

w2.

(1)
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distance

in the following

way. Associate

with the vertices

in Pfl the set V = {(Q, u3) 1v E Pfl} of points in the plane. Similarly,
associate
with P$ the set W = {(w,, w2) ( w E Pp} . Observe that, according to (l), we are
looking for a pair of points p E V, q E W such that p is dominated
by q. Whether
such a pair exists can be tested
scanline

smallest y-coordinate
y-coordinate
greater
dominance
points

with a simple

from left to right over the plane

scanline

and keep

algorithm.
track

Move a vertical

of the point

in V with

encountered
so far; if a point q E W is encountered
with
than or equal
to this smallest
y-coordinate,
then
a

pair is found.

in V and W sorted

Clearly,

this algorithm

by x-coordinate.

runs in linear

In other words,

time if we have the

we need a sorted

list of

the u2 and w1 values. Fortunately,
these values are equal to a coordinate
of some
(other) vertex of P. Thus, by presorting
the coordinates
of the vertices and
maintaining
these sorted lists during the recursive calls, it is possible to obtain a
sorted list of the u2 and w, values in linear time. Hence, the maximum
distance
between two vertices of different types can also be computed in linear time. Thus
Step 4 of the algorithm takes linear time, giving the following result.
Theorem 3. The rectilinear link diameter of a simple rectilinear polygon
vertices can be computed in O(n log n) time.
4.2. Computing an approximation

on n

of the diameter

Sometimes it is sufficient to have a close approximation
of the diameter instead
of the exact diameter.
Below it is shown that, if we are willing to accept a small
loss in accuracy, a considerable
gain in efficiency can be made: a simple recursive
algorithm
is given that computes
an approximation
D of the diameter,
with
an approximate
ID - Dia(P)( 4 3, in linear time. To this end we introduce
distance function d’:
d’(x, y) = min{length(n)

1n = 1, . . . ldf connects

x and y,
1, and ld, are vertical}

Note that for two points

x, y and a horizontal

d(x, y) s d’(x, y) s d(x, Y) + 2

and

cut segment

e

d(x, e) s d’(x, e) s d(x, e) + 1

To simplify the discussion,
let us assume that there are no more than two vertices
lying on the same horizontal
line. The adaptation
to the general
case is
straightforward.
The approximate
diameter
is computed
by the procedure
MAXDIST,
which takes as input a polygon P, a horizontal
edge e of P whose two
endpoints
are convex vertices of P, and a subsegment
s of e. Its output is an
approximation
D of Dia(P)
with
(D - Dia(P)( G 3 and the value
M =
max{d’(x, s) ( x E P}, where d’(x, s) = min{d’(x, y) 1y ES}.
MAXDIST
works as follows. Consider the maximal rectangle inside P with e as
one of its edges. This rectangle cuts off one or two polygons P’ and P” from P.
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Call the edges of the polygons that touch the rectangle e’ and I?‘. See the figures
in the detailed description given below for the various cases that can occur. First
an approximation of the diameter(s) of P’ (and P”) is (are) computed recursively.
Then the maximum distance between a point in P’ (P”) and a point on e, and
between a point in P’ and P”, is computed. To this end we need the M-values.
The introduction of the parameter s is clear from, e.g., Case (ii): to be able to
compute the maximum distance to e, we need the maximum distance to a
subsegment of e’, not to e’ itself.
Next we give a detailed description of the algorithm. It distinguishes five cases
according to the type of the first vertex encountered when e is moved upward. In
the algorithm, s’ (s”) denotes the orthogonal projection of s onto e’ (e”).
procedure MAXDIST(P:
integer);
Case (i)

ife=s

then M := 1; D := 3
else M := 3; D := 3;

le

MAXDIST(P’,

Case (ii)
:

polygon, e: edge of P, s: subsegment of e, var M, D:

P’

:

e’

e’, s’, M’, D’),

M := M’;
D := max(D’, M);

I+ e

Case (iii)

t&l
e’

ifs’ne’=@

then MAXDIST(P’, e’, e’, M’, D’); M := M’ + 2
else MAXDIST(P’, e’, s’ f~ e’, M’, D’); M := M’;
D := max(D’, M);

e

Case (iv)

MAXDIST(P’, e’, s’, M’, D’);
MAXDIST(P”, e”, e”, M”, D”);
M := max(M’, M” + 2);
D : = max(D’, D”, M, M’ + M” - 2);

Case (v)

ifs’tle’=0
then MAXDIST(P’, e’, e’, M’, D’); Ml := M’ + 2
else MAXDIST(P’, e’, s’ fl e’, M’, D’); Ml := M’;
if srrn e” = 0

then MAXDIST(P”, err,err,M”, D”); M2 := M” + 2
else MAXDIST(P”, e”, s” n e”, M”, D”); M2 : = M”;
M := max( Ml, M,);
D := max(D’, D”, M, M’ + M” - 1);
end MAXDIST;
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Theorem 4. An approximation
rectilinear polygon

D of the rectilinear link diameter of a simple
P on n vertices, where ID - Dia(P)I G 3, can be computed in

O(n) time.

Proof. Procedure MAXDIST given above clearly works in linear time if we can
decide in constant time which of the five cases occurs and determine the edges
that play a role in that case. This is possible if we have a sorted list of visible
vertices for the two edges that are adjacent to e; all these lists can be obtained in
linear time in total as a preprocessing step.
We will prove the correctness of the algorithm by induction on n, the number
of vertices of P. (Observe that n a 4 and that it is even.) n = 4 (Case (i)) is clearly
handled correctly so suppose n > 4. The crucial observation here is that although
an approximation of the diameter is computed, the value of M will be exact. This
ensures that there will be no accumulation of errors in the recursive procedure. If
we also keep in mind that M is the maximum approximate distance from any
point in P to s, i.e., we only consider paths that leave s vertically, then we can
prove that the algorithm handles the four possible cases for II > 4 (note that these
are indeed all possible cases, since the two endpoints of e are convex vertices)
correctly.
Case (ii): This a special case of (iv) (namely with P” = 0).
Case (iii): If s’ n e’ = 0 then any path from a point in P’ must make two more
turns after crossing e’ to reach s since the last segment of the path must be
vertical, so M 2 M’ + 2. On the other hand, any path that reaches e’ can be
extended to reach s with two extra links, so M s M’ + 2. Hence, M = M’ + 2.
Now suppose s’ n e’ # 0 and consider a shortest path Ed= I1 * * . I,,, from x E P’
to s with I1 and Z, vertical. Obviously, if 1, crosses s’ rl e’ then the length of the
subpath rr’ to s’ is equal to the length of n. If not (1, has its upper endpoint on
or below s’) we can-without
changing the length of n-move
I,,, such that the
line containing I,,, crosses s’ fl e’ and then move lm-1 upward until I,,, crosses
s’ n e’. Hence d’(x, s’) s d’(x, s). d’(x, s’) 2 d’(x, s) follows directly from the
fact that the last segment of any path to s’ should be vertical and can be extended
to reach s. Thus
M = max{d’(x, s) 1x E P} = max{d’(x, s’) ) x E P’} = M’.

To prove
induction

that D is a correct

approximation

ID’ - max{d(x, y) 1x, y E P’}l S 3.

Furthermore
IM - max{d(x, y) 1x E e, y E P’}l s 2,

since we have:

of Dia(P),

we note that by
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M = max{d’(x, s) 1x E P’} S max{d’(x, y) 1x E P’, y

l

s}

G max{d’(x, y) 1xEP’,yEe}Smax{d(x,y)IxeP’,yEe}+2
and
M = max{d’(x, S) 1x e P’} a max{d(x, s) 1x
Y) I x E P’, y E e} -

3 max{@,

l

P’}

1.

Consequently,
Imax(D’, M) - max{d(x, y) I x, y E P}I = Imax(D’ M) - Dia(P)I G 3.
Case (iv): We only prove that D is an approximation of the diameter with an
error of at most 3. The proof that M is computed correctly uses the same
arguments as in Case (iii). Again by induction we have
(D’ - max{d(x, y) I x, y E P’}I G 3
and
ID” - max{d(x, y) 1x, y E P} I C 3.
IM - max{d(x, Y) I x E P, y E e} I G 2 is proved as in (iii), so it remains to prove
that
[(M’ + M” - 2) - max{d(x, y) I x E P’, y E P”}I S 3.
This follows from
max{d(x, y) I x E P’, y E P”}
= max{d(x, e’) I x E P’} + max{d(e’,

y) 1y E P”} + A,

and the fact that
A E {-l,O,

+l},

max{d(x, e’) I x E P’} 2 max{d(x, s’) I x E P’} - 12 M’ - 3,
max{d(x, e’) I x E P’} =s max{d’(x, e’) ( x E P’} c M’,
max{d(e’, y) I y E P”} = max{d(e”, y) I y E P”} 2 M” - 1 and
max{d(e’, y) 1y E P”} c M”.
We can conclude that D is indeed an approximation

of at most three.
Case (v): This is any easy generalization

5. Concluding

of the diameter with an error

of Case (iii).

0

remarks

In this paper we have studied the concept of rectilinear link distance in a simple
rectilinear polygon. Two problems concerning the new notion are treated. Firstly,
a data structure was presented such that a shortest path between two query points
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can be computed in time O(log it + 1), where I is the number of links of the path.
It uses O(n log n) storage. If both query points are vertices of the polygon then a
shortest path can even be found in time O(1 + I). The paths found by the query
algorithm
were also proved to be optimal
in the L,-metric.
Secondly,
it was
shown that the diameter of a rectilinear
polygon in the rectilinear
link metric can
be computed

in time O(n log n) and approximated

in linear time.
The solutions

to both problems

use a rectilinear

with an error
version

of at most three

of Chazelle’s

polygon

cutting theorem.
It states that any simple rectilinear
polygon can be cut into two
subpolygons
by a segment such that the weights of the resulting polygons are at
most a of the weight of the original polygon, which is optimal. Here each vertex is
assigned a real nonnegative
weight, and the weight of a polygon is the sum of
the weights of its vertices. Finding this cut segment takes linear time.
Some open problems
concerning
rectilinear
link distance remain. First of all,
the results of this paper are not proved to be optimal and might be improved.
In
particular,
it would be nice if the storage requirements
of the data structure
for
the query problem could be reduced to linear. Furthermore
the computation
of
the rectilinear
link centre of a polygon is of interest. The link centre of a polygon
is the subset of points whose link distance to their furthest neighbor is minimal.
An interesting
thing to note here is that, due to the discrete nature of rectilinear
paths, the rectilinear
link centre, opposed to the ‘ordinary’ link centre (see [12]),
is not necessarily
connected.
Finally, all problems
could also be studied in the
case of polygons containing
holes or in the three- or multi-dimensional
case.
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